
 
Class Eligibility for the 2020 Australian NADAC Nationals 
 

CHALLENGE 

 Elite 

Regular Agility, Elite level, Proficient/Skilled: at least 200 points must have 
been earned in the dog's lifetime. These points may have come from any/all 
classes offered in NADAC, with the following requirements:  

1. The dog must be eligible for Elite level in Regular (ie they have already earnt 
their OAC).    

2. At least 100 points must have been earned be earned in the current year 
from any NADAC Class at the Open or Elite level. 

3. At least 30 points must have been earned in the current year Aug 1 2019- 
July 31 2020) at the Open or Elite level in each of the following classes Regular 
and Jumpers. 

4. If a dog is over 7 on September 1, 2020, then they MUST enter the Veterans 
division. 

Pre-Elite 

Regular Agility, Pre-Elite level, Proficient/Skilled: at least 200 points must have 
been earned in the dog's lifetime. These points may have come from any/all 
classes offered in NADAC, with the following requirements: 

1. Th dog must be eligible for Open level in Regular (ie they have already earnt 
their NAC).    

 2. At least 100 points must have been earned be earned in the current year 
from any NADAC Class at any level. 

3. At least 30 points must have been earned in the current year Aug 1 2019- 
July 31 2020 at the Novice or Open level in each of the following classes 
Regular and Jumpers. 

 



4.  If the dog has more than 100 lifetime points in Elite Regular as of 
September 1 2020 then they may not be eligible for Pre-Elite and may be 
automatically placed into Elite if they have met all of the Elite criteria. 

Exceptions to this will be if the dog has not earnt any Elite level points in the 
current year Aug 1 2019- July 31 2020 or if the dog 10 years or older. 

5. If a dog is over 7 on September 1, 2020, then they MUST enter the Veterans 
division.  

Please note that the office reserves the right to consider individual 
circumstances in regard to eligibility and to also consider second chance entry 
should the entry numbers permit it.  


